EULiST integrates over 200,000 students and 20,000 staff members at 10 universities in 10 countries and even more European regions with complementing strengths in technical topics, humanities and social sciences. Together we represent the diversity of the European university landscape with universities from Sweden and Finland in the North, Greece, Italy and Spain in the South, the Czech and Slovak Republics in the East and Austria, France and Germany in the West and the Centre.

CONTENT

The student conference is designed to bring together 200 students from 10 different countries and give them a completely unique collective experience.

EXPLORE SOCIAL FORMATS NEVER SEEN BEFORE

EULiST SKILLS TRAINING
- Workshops
- International Dinner
- Future of EULiST

EXTRA-FORMAL EDUCATION
- Ted X
- Inspiring Speakers
- Science Slam

EULiST SOCIAL PROGRAMME
- International Evenings
- City Rally
- EULiST Lounges

GOALS

As a first and foremost academic alliance we prioritize enlightenment. We strive to build an open dialogue between society and developing technological innovations. As well as endeavouring to develop our own platforms for this purpose.

TU WIEN - venue of the EULiST student conference

DETAILED AGENDA FOR THE EVENT WILL BE PUBLISHED LATER
EULiST STUDENT CONFERENCE

PARTICIPANT PROFILE

- You are a non-guest (Erasmus and other academic mobility programmes) student at one of the 10 EULiST universities.
- You have a good knowledge of English as the main language of the event.
- You are able to clearly outline your motivation to participate.
- You are over 18 years of old.
- EULiST very much welcomes students who have no previous experience of international events to participate.

APPLICATIONS WILL BE ACCEPTED UNTIL 12th OF MAY (INCLUSIVE)

COME AND BOOST YOUR TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE AND COMMUNICATION SKILLS IN A THRILLING EU SETTING!

APPLICATIONS WILL BE ACCEPTED UNTIL 12th OF MAY (INCLUSIVE)